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WHAT IS THE SIZE OF YOUR COMPANY?

Top 20 (revenue 
above $10b)
Responses: 25

Top 50 (revenue 
between $10b 
and $2b)
Responses: 3

41.7%

52.1%

2

6.3%

Others 
(revenue 
below $2b)
Responses: 20
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WHAT IS YOUR COMPANY INDUSTRY?

Biotechnology
Responses: 7

Other 
Responses: 5

Pharmaceuticals
Responses: 35

3

Medical Device
Responses: 1

72.9%

14.6%

2.1%

10.4%
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IN WHAT COUNTRY DO YOU WORK?
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Australia
Brazil
Chile
Egypt
Lebanon

Ukraine
United Kingdom
Vietnam

2.1%
2.1%
2.1%
2.1%
2.1%

2.1%
2.1%
2.1%

Norway
Panama
Portugal
Singapore
Turkey

2.1%
2.1%
2.1%
2.1%
2.1%

All Others
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WHAT IS YOUR POSITION IN THE COMPANY?
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Medical Science Liaison

Msl

Msl

Asst. Manager 
medical review

Director

Director Msl

Head of Scientific Partnerships

Head, Medical Customer Engagement
MD

Msl Manager
Medical Director Regional Medical affairs Manager

Scientific affairs 
manager

Strategy director

Msl senior

Medical
Medical 
Adviser

SMsl Sales

Senior 
Manager

Medical 
Adviser

Senior 
Medical 
Advisor

Senior Medical Manager

Sr medical science liaison

Team leader

VP

Sr. Msl Vice President Medical Affairs

directormanager

Medical 
Marketing 
Manager
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WHAT IS THE PERCENTAGE OF 
DIFFICULT KOLs IN YOUR PRACTICE?
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WHAT PERCENTAGE OF YOUR KOLs ARE
CURRENTLY DIFFICULT TO ACCESS?
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AMONGST KOLs WHO ARE DIFFICULT TO ACCESS,
WHAT DO YOU THINK ARE THE MAIN REASONS?

They have very little time out with their 
clinical time

They do not see the value
of the Msl function

Reasons % Responses

50.0% 24

Their institution policy doesn't allow them to 
engage with industry personnel

The introduction of sunshine act, Pharma
disclosure or such similar acts has made KOL 

nervous about engaging with industry personnel

Other

Not applicable

25.0% 12

8.3% 4

8.3% 4

4.2% 2

4.2% 2

Other

Tenders

They are not interested in this product.

Count

8
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9

Attend meetings/conferences/grand rounds where and when allowed to observe their clinical
approach and identify places they could benefit from Msl relationships. If KOL is unwilling to meet, 
relationships with colleagues who do see the value in Msl communication is maintained, and 
perspectives missed by difficult KOL are addressed (carefully, respectfully, and where appropriate) 
within these other welcome meetings.

I attempt to get an 
introduction by one 
of their colleagues. I 

send emails with 
questions

regarding their 
publications. I speak 

to them at
conferences.

Give them time and ask for 
more scientific meetings

Find them at a 
congress

I put an action plan, and try to gain a
Good rapport  through high medical 

scientific data

Keep trying; develop a relationship 
with their colleagues first.

Try to find some body how can 
recommend my to take a Contact with me

Learn

It is not usual, but in such case, Msl uses to escalate the problem and 
other function of  the company meet with the KOL (and the Msl)

Provide contact information and description of function. Provide fast and thorough
answers to reactive questions. Engage in thoughtful discussions at major congresses.

Offer to bring well-respected KOLs in for unbranded engagements.

Provide rationale and documents 
related to the reason to meet via 

email and snail mail

Try a medical team
approach - if there's are 

clinical studies in his 
department, seek help
with CRAs and join in 
their "time" with the 

KOL. This way you might 
be seen as a whole -

medical/scientific and 
clinical trial person and 

you can have the
opportunity to engage

and ask for F2F
interaction.

Share via email

Take another appointment

Try again

Try and engage outside o f their center (congresses, grand rounds, local 
CMEs) Engage their staff (PA, NP, Fellow, other MDs)

Try again under additional 
modalities...round tables or 
group presentations. Maybe 
with a Lobbyist...by a peer

I might engage him/her in 
my colleagues' events.

I stop trying seeing them

I try to engage with them 
at congresses

Persist

Move on to some one else

Plan an other meeting and explain some issues in 
the mail, ask Reaganism colleagues to get contact

increased 
compliance with 
ongoing research

Try to engage via email.

Try other sources 
like my sales rep.

Try other 
things

Try to engage via email.

Try to meet them@ 
congresses

Try to find out the reason why. Suggest meeting 
at congress or conference.

Try to get an
Introduction or 
find them at a 

conference.

Try to persuade 
by stating that I 
am a physician 

as well.

Try again

While this was a problem in the past, academic 
KOLs are not longer the decision markers-for the 
most part—in relation to making drug decisions 
for formulary decisions.

Will try to find 
another 

time/way
to meet

(collected responses)
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WHAT DO YOU DO IF ACADEMIC KOL 
REFUSES TO MEET YOU?
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Look for 
information with 
other field forces, 
develop a specific 

approach to 
him/her. Insist 2 or 
3 more times and 
in non consolatory 

place like in 
scientific meeting.

Have to find out what value 
you can bring to them.

Keep trying
innovative ways

I will go to them by company 
manager or ask one of the 
KOLs to help me with that

I will respect their decision if they clearly explain their policy/institution 
doesn't permit the industry interaction. If I don't hear back from them, 

I'll try another 1 or 2 email usually.

I will try other channel to contact him, or 
find other opportunities

Have to find out what value 
you can bring to them.

Propose a project

FInd ways

Speak to some one 
higher in the 
organization

(continued)

(collected responses)
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WHAT DO YOU DO IF A KOL REFUSES TO 
ENGAGE IN COMPANY INITIATIVES?
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Evaluated the current strategy to 
interact with him/her. 
Understand him/her scientific 
interests and shape my approach

I will try to understand 
what makes them to 

do so , such as the KOL 
has tight

relationship with
other company.

I take the
KOL out of

my list 

Change
KOL

Be understanding of them and their 
reasons; try to persuade them

Invite them to take part in the expert 
input forum before some big congress

Leave him for a time, and then
approach him carefully

Move
on

It is no t usual, but in such case, Msl uses to escalate the problem and other function of the 
company meet with the KOL (and the Msl)

If this continues despite multiple tries over a 
long time, I may have to remove this KOL

from my to -see list.

Let him know we are
Sincerely hope he

can join, and try next time

Pass on them. The 
decision makers in to 
day's healthcare 
landscape are changing. 
They are not currently 
the academic KOLs. Go 
after the decision 
makers.

Make up initiatives

Move on to next one.
Circle back in 6 months

Not sure what is
considered company 

initiatives

Provide their name to medical 
affairs management

No thing. There are hundreds 
of thought leaders, national 
and regional/local out there.
Honestly, I've never had 
some one refus

Ask if they want scientific 
updates to build 

relationship

Check out how important is he.

Describe the importance

It is not usual: depending of the profile of 
KOL, we always find the best way to engage

(research, clinical trials, international 
speaker, etc)

Let him know we
are sincerely

hope he can jo in,
and try next time

Respect this decision.

Move on to some
one who will engage

Try to convince them

Try to gather as much information 
as possible to understand his/her 

concern/reasons.

Try to ask him the reasons - if it's 
because of the company projects, 

lack of time, lack of interest

Understand the reasons and 
negotiate providing added value

Try to explain

Try to persuade: that the company is requesting this engagement on 
a sole scientific platform. stating that I am a physician as well.

try to understand his unmet value needs

Find out what he/she wants from the relationship with the Msl.

I keep contact at congresses, a new opportunity 
that might change his/her view might come up

Give space 
until convinced

I try to find especially 
interested aspects in 

the initiative

I try to get a clarification as to why

Invite them to meet with senior leaders at a
congress with follow up in their office the

next month

Offer other 
things

Persist; value 
proposition 

presentation

Provide opportunities to 
offer feedback (ad board 
attendance), provide fast 
and thorough responses 
to reactive inquiries.

Re-explain my role, and how 
we can work to gether.

Tailoring an engagement 
plan for him

(collected responses)
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WHAT DO YOU DO IF KOL 
WANTS YOU TO ANSWER THE SCIENTIFIC QUESTION 
IMMEDIATELY AND YOU ARE NOT READY?
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Answer to the fullest at the time, with 
explanation that they can expect a 

more complete answer within a 
specified time period

Answer the 
question

later

Call for 
next 

action

Answer honestly. It builds trust and shows transparency.

Ask for time. Better
correct answer late than
a wrong immediate one

Be honest. Tell him
that you don't know
butyl will try to know
the answer as soon as
possible and ask him
time for a next Meeting
to do so . It is important
to be seen as a person
that transmits clear
and ho nest information.

Ask why - create a dialogue

Connect to the senior 

Be honest. Tell him that you don't know butyl will try to know the as answer as 
soon as possible and ask him time for a next Meeting to do so . It is important 
to be seen as a person that transmits clear and honest information.

Contact resources to get 
them the information.

Delay explaining the 
compliance regulatory 
landscape.

I can tell him what I know, then 
I will tell him that I will get back 
to you with the other queries

I declare that I dont
have the enough 

background to answer 
at the moment and 

kindly request a time to 
check/research 
scientific info.

Follow-up within 
24 hours

I do not create an 
answer that I do not 
have. I study the 
question and give an 
answer in your next 
interaction or by email

I explain that the information is 
still in review, and pro vide an 
estimated date when it will
be available

I find the information 
and get back to them 

ASAP.

I let KOL know I will send 
the answer asap after the 

meeting - and I will

I let him know 
that I will get back 
to him asap. And 

follow up the 
same day if I can.

I stay in contact via email 
or phone as soon as I 

have an answer

I will answer whatever I remember 
and promise that I will response later.

I will tell them that I get 
back to them soon

It's no t a reason to avoid 
communication, l do all my best

to be a right contact person

Look for immediate response using the company tools like medical 
information department

Make a time to 
come back

Make IIS proposal

Make myself up to date Medical info

Need to be prepared and 
ready to answer the 
question!! If you can't 
answer the question, the 
KOL sees no value in you, 
therefore doesn't want 
to take time to meet
with some one who can't 
bring value and then 
won't participate in 
company initiatives.
This is a silly question. ;-)

Let him know what I know or other 
relevant information, and come back 
next time to give him full information

Offer MI follow up or 
offer follow up via 

email/phone/addition
al/meeting

inform him 
about the 

reason

Politely reinforce that they would be receiving an incomplete or uninformed 
response and ask for time to research the response. 

Provide what I can immediately, and follow-up 
with supporting information ASAP

Say SOP requires this question is answered 
by MA home office

Saying that I need to 
proceed the scientific 
search and analysis to 

have proved 
information

Set a compromise 
for solution and a 
deadline...then 
respecting both

Tell him what I 
can and that I will 
get back as soon 
as possible (with a 
definite timeline).

Tell them I'll have to get back with 
them the next day because I know I 
have the answer but I'm not sure 
where it's at. I want to be respectful of 
their time and not waste it by
flipping through hundreds of slides 
trying to find the answer.

everything could be discussed later. An every negotiator
should know how to moderate the discussion

inform him 
about the reason

politely explain why you need to research the 
answer. BTW: this rarely if ever happens.

refer to number o f sources with different 
results and need to be precise and balanced

(collected responses)
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WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN YOU ARE UNABLE TO 
FULFIL THECOMPLIANT REQUEST? (SEND A PAPER, 
SLIDE DECK, ACCESS TO SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL, ETC)
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Apologize and explain why I can't share 
the information. Offer to put them in 
touch with a medical director.

Email my 
director for 
advice/help

Ask help with our medical colleagues from the affiliate or 
from the Global.

Enlist the suppprt 
of a director or 

medical director.

Explain politely and get 
back as soon as possible 
(with a definite timeline).

Contact the support center 
to fulfill the request

Explain reasoning and fulfill it at the earliest 
possible time making it apriority for me.

Explain the necessity and 
benefit on both parts 

Explain the process and
corporate compliance 

requirements, and why they
are in place.

Explain the 
reason and 
apologize

Explain the
Reasons offering 

alternatives

Explain to the KOL and put on the 
table the different tools we have to 
try to fulfill with the KOL request

Explain why I cant 
fulfil their request

Explain why this is 
the case

Follow up
For a KOL I can always be 

compliant to fulfil any request

Get others 
to do it

I explain company compliance guidelines and determine if there is another way to
address their request compliantly.

I explain the 
situation

I generally ask o ur med info to send some info o n the to pic within 48 hand I
follow up on it.... only if I can't follow up right away.

I may summarize key 
complied information 

for them

I show it on my ipad and 
please to apologize me 
that I am not allowed to 
share this information

I will send a note 
apologizing and saying 
when I will be able to 
fulfill the request - or 
naming the reason why 
I might not be able to 
fulfill the request

I work closely
with Medical 

Communications
in order to complete 
the Medical Request

If it is a complaint request, I 
don't see why I can't fulfill.

Let him know I can't do it

Make a time to come 
back to fulfil request

Provide another KOL who 
can respond effectively

Resend it
Say will try to come 

back later

Send a link to the article or have 
MIS send the documents.

Send it to home office

Try to find a way to satisfy doctor, but 
needs to be define toy compliant

Share published 
articles

Try to share with colleagues/escalate the problem if no way to resolve the 
problem by yourself. Every request could and should be answered.

Why wouldn't one be 
able to fulfill a 
compliant request to 
provide information?? 
Am I missing 
something??

explain the 
reasons

just remind on the need of mutual 
responsibility

zero tolerance in regards of 
compliance

(collected responses)
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WHAT DO YOU DO IF YOU CANNOT MAKE AN 
EXCEPTION FOR THE KOL NOW?
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Explain and be completely transparent 
as the why exceptions cannot be made. 
Usually they appreciate the ethics and 

compliance issues

Ask your manager for the help. Find 
ways to go to negotiations training

Apologize and explain the 
reasoning

Clarify to 
them the 
situation

Depends on 
company

policy
Do no thing, this 

may be a lost cause

Exchange 
something in favor

As above.

Explain

Explain my reasoning for 
not being able to make 
an exception. Promise 

(and deliver) to act on it 
when circumstances 

allow me.

Explain the everyday changes 
and compliance which at last 

is in benefit of patients

Explain the importance 
of compliance.

Explain the reasons
....be honest

Explain to the KOL and try to do the best to 
give an answer

Explain why and move on.

Follow up and provide 
clear rationale

Honestly and politely to let him 
know that I can't

I am not sure this 
question really is of 
value. The questions 
that should be asked 

are how do you get to 
a difficult to see 
decision maker.

I am polite, apologize, name the 
reason, ask for understanding

I can ask him that it will 
be considered later

I communicate it 
with him clear

I explain the situation
I say the KOL I 
cannot answer

I will keep limited 
contact with him.

Later Learn

Maintain presence but in a low profile manner. 
Small engagements during congresses

and meetings. Letting the KOL to know you and 
trust you.

Move onNo such cases.

Put them in touch with 
a medical director.

Say sorry

Set expectations for the future 
as well and give reasons

Work with other KOLs just for that time when some 
interesting project will come to offer

Tell him frankly and try to 
persuade him

Work with other KOLs just for that 
time when some interesting project 

will come to offer

cannot take further action 
in such case. try to explain 
that this is not personal.

be honest 
and tell 
him

apologize 
and explain

Try to understand the 
reason of his/her 
anger and apologize if 
necessary, try not to
make this issue a
personal issue

(collected responses)
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WHAT DO YOU DO IF KOL IS ANGRY WITH YOU BUT 
YOU NEED TO REACH ARRANGEMENT NOW?
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Ask for help from colleague/manager. 
Another person could switch KOL from 
angry position to patient. Than excuse if 
necessary and continue your work.

Apologize as there is no thing I can do. This is not a 
situation I've encountered before.

Apologize and 
stand my ground

Ask for 
appo lo 

gies

Be patient and up 
to the point

Do no thing, this 
may be a lost cause

Come back at another time

Bring him to the neutral 
camp avoiding the 
trouble to pic and
offering value according 
to his/her priorities

Communicate an 
understanding of the 
KOLs position, and 
look for compromises 
that satisfy each 
party.

Escalate the problem to 
other functions with better 
relationship with the KOL

Be honest. Try to know the 
reason for his angry -

personal or company related 
– and explain what are your 

goals in your interactions 
with him.

Find out reasons for 
him/her being angry. 

Explain pros and cons form 
my perspective

and ask for his/her pros and 
cons and try to reach an 

agreement. If not possible 
do not insist.

I keep trying until I can 
arrange a meeting

I try to defuse the 
situation, accept 
accountability and try 
to bring something 
else of value, perhaps 
discussion of a recent 
hot to pic with 
thoughtful insights so 
they see my value.

I try to find alternative way

If I can fix the reason for the anger I will do so , apologize, be polite, show a 
learning for the future; if this is not possible I will check if some one else in 
the company might have a Good relationship to the KOL right now and 
could help fix the anger.

If a KOL is angry I would say that it is clearly not a good time to discuss further, that I have outlined the 
position and the reasons why I cannot meet their request, and I would terminate the meeting

It's only possible if we have the contract and agreed deadlines in
advance - so I can insist to be in compliance with obligations

Keep calm as it's not personal. Explain calmly 
and most  importantly, listen and let him vent.

Learn
Let them vent. No thing needs to get 
done "now".

(collected responses)
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WHAT DO YOU DO IF KOL IS ANGRY WITH YOU BUT 
YOU NEED TO REACH ARRANGEMENT NOW?
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Reflective listening and try to find the problem and address it

Respond politely try
another time

Use my 
boss Try later

Try to do something 
that can correct the 

mistakes I made.

Restate what we agree
on, then provide 
assurance to look into 
the areas we don‘t

Understand their motivations and try to find concordance

This has not happened, 
or the KOL has not 

demonstrated anger 
towards me. The 

relationship needs to 
work both ways and if 
an agreement is not 

possible, and a
compromise is not 

within range, this would 
not be a good working 
KOL/Msl relationship.

Try to diffuse the anger, ask for 
back up via supervisor

Delay

Find alternative 
way

Refer to mutual interests within the project and 
its final outcome

Try to understand the reason of his/her anger and apologize if 
necessary, try not to make this issue a personal issue

Validate and 
seek solution

(continued)

(collected responses)
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WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN KOL 
TRIES TO MANIPULATE YOU?
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Ask him for another time to discuss 
the issues that brought you there, 
since it seems
that he doesn't have the time now.

Gently ask the right questions to redirect the conversation

Do not let 
them

I cut off their 
intentions

Ask them an open ended 
questions about data.

Don’t let I am calm and assertive and always ethical and compliant, and explain this to be the case

I am calm and assertive and 
always ethical and compliant, and 
explain this to be the case

Ask your manager for the 
help. Find ways to go to
negotiations training

Hasn't 
happened

I am calm and 
assertive and 

always ethical and 
compliant, and 

explain this to be 
the case

Clearly communicate my goals, and provide a 
peek into how the manipulation may
impact regional and national support across 
the entire team.

I do not allow 
situation to be 
manipulated

I take action, and excuse myself 
politely

I try to stick to my moral grounds and compliance and politely 
turn the conversation in a different direction.

I will not promise during the interaction, but rather "digest" 
afterwards and discuss internally

I will try to stick on scientific discussion and not to response any 
unreasonable requests.

Improve my 
knowledge

Re-assess the value of the relationship and identify where and how 
I can continue to maintain a relationship while still bringing value 
back to the company. If the KOL needs to manipulate the 
relationship, is this a KOL I should be interacting with?

Smile

Practice of negotiation - use 
mechanisms of self-protection to 
resist and keep the position (the 
plan of discussion have to be 
ready in advance - you can always 
to have next meeting to try to get 
your purpose )

Make sure I put up the correct message 
with out benignly nice by him

Manipulate 
them back

Listen and try to find their 
problem and address it

Listen to the KOL and
escalete the issue

Sit down I take action, and excuse myself politely

Retire I try to repair this deviation

I try to repair this deviation

Smile and don't follow him
Smile and try to 
find a diplomatic 
way to get away 
of the situation

Smile and try to find a diplomatic 
way to get away o f the situation

Stand on my own ground seek 
help from managers

Stay compliant and in line with 
your Policies.

Stay strong on the compliance side 
and demonstrate what possible 

negative outcomes can happen if he 
manipulates me. Don't give in anyway.

This KOL might not be worth working with at all.

This is my job not to be manipulated. I pivot 
to discuss their interests and how we can
reach a mutual interaction

Try to reverse the trend of the conversation. Return 
the question or subject to him. Gather insights from 
this behavioral communication.

Treat the discussion as a negotiation

depends on the situation. Sometimes not show 
that you noticed this, but finally to turnaround 
the talk following the goal discussed.

be smart apply emotional intelligence guidelines

explain what the Msl can/cannot do

kindly listen and then request not to do so

not susceptible
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Stay on track to 
reach business 
objectives for 
meeting

WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN KOL OVERUSES 
SMALL-TALK AND AVOIDS BUSINESS TOPICS?

18

Ask him for another time to discuss 
the issues that brought you there, 
since it seems that he doesn't have 
the time now.

Be firm and tell him to whom he can reach out for that information.

Bring him back 
to discussion

Change subject or close 
the visit, find other time

Ask them an open ended 
questions about data.

Direct him Ask your manager for the help. Find ways to go to negotiations training

Accept it. This is part of 
developing the relationship. It 
may help me in the future.

Avoid accept the invitation to small 
talks...made formal appointment sending an 
agenda of to pics before the meeting

Depends o f the time I have I 
always try to redirect the 

discussion to the right objective

I can start from some interesting to pic in the professional field -
share some new information no risk him to share

Everyone has their own personal 
communication style. If I have 
time, I listen to build
rapport. If I don’t have time I 
steer the conversation to the 
issue at hand. Msls in the UK
Don’t generally discuss 'business 
to pics', but respond to requests 
for medical and scientific
information, so this should not 
arise

Engage in the small-talk but try to steer back to business to pics either 
now, or at a later meeting after building rapport.

I politely try to bring the conversation back 
to business to pics, then let the KOL either
continue or change to pics

try to redirect
conversation. If 

unable, I consider if 
this is a real KOL

I will come to business to pics. If I perceive active avoidance, I 
would politely initiate a talk to find out the reason

I try to go with the flow. If he is not in a mood to discuss business, I do 
the minimum and doesn't push anything.

Let him talk and try to steer conversation to find out the motives 
behind his behavior.

Take this opportunity to Explain the 
policy and different roles. Will make 
sure that my commercial colleague 
will help with this question

Refer to one of my cross 
functional commercial 
partners to follow up 

with KOL

Say..."Can we talk shop for just a bit...then love to hear more about 
you, your family and your upcoming vacatio n...."

If time allows, this is not an issue. 
But if there's a window of 
availability, a pre meeting
plan or agenda assists in the 
ability to drive the conversation 
back to the initiatives.

Remind them about the boundary (compliance) 
requirements of commercial/medical

Listen and try to reconduce the conversation

Start asking 
questions

Try to focus 
on business

Try to get back to the main to pic by saying something 
interesting to the doctor relevant to the to pic

Tie small talk in to o ur messages. But sometimes it's good to interact with small talk 
as this can lead to greater rapport and drive future engagements

Real them back 
on topic

I begin to 
play the 

main role

I try to steer 
them back.

I will keep remind 
him the purpose for 
the meeting and ask 
scientific questions.

Try to re-direct them

Try to re-manipulate Use time

Utilize KOLs interests to steer 
discussions back to disease 
state (you just ran a marathon? 
Have you reviewed this recent 
article on the impact of 
exercise on disease state?)

Will discuss with the way we can 
meet out an mutual agreement

it depends on 
KOL perso nality

just walk him thru the to pic. leave them in their value not good KOL

try to drive him/her to come to the real to pic


